Track Torque

Club Trips
Wow what a Birthday weekend
Saturday Drive
The weekend celebrations started on Saturday morning at the Apco servo in Wangaratta. 9 vehicles moved out on time
and headed to the Eldorado dredge where we had a photo session and a final briefing. It was interesting to meet a
fellow 4wd club from Shepparton there, who gave their best wishes to the club. After airing down we set off on our trip.
The area we covered is part of our normal trip training area where we have a lot of challenging sections set aside to
drive and to practice on. We were amazed at the amount of sections that the local establishment (we don't know who
was responsible) has sealed off to stop our access. A few of the vehicles had a play in the mud in a disused quarry with
another couple of vehicles showing how a classic mud recovery snatch is performed. These sections were a front to tail
slow progress drive so each vehicle could see how the vehicle in front reacted to the individual scenario.
We then proceeded to our lunch spot at a beautiful quarry lake in Eldorado. After a little play there we pushed on
towards Beechworth stopping to play on a little downhill and rutted detour. Again a lot was learned with everyone
eventually deciding to give it a crack, indeed the vehicles are far more capable than the drivers think they are, and with
a little advice and encouragement we added another skill to our repertoire .
Then off to a more open tracked area thru the bush ending up back at Eldorado for a lemon squash and an early return
home to get ready for the nights activities.
Saturday Night
Saturday night at the Vine Hotel started with a drink and a few savouries, followed by friends and more friends as the
Vine filled to capacity. We were honoured to have a few, shall I say celebrities on the night, they being; the Mayor of
Wangaratta Rosie Parisotto who had a great social night and bought a thank you from the Wang council for our
volunteer works over the years. Rosie was particularly impressed with
our 30 year longevity and our current high profile in the community. Bill
Sykes (MLA Benalla) and his lovely wife were first in attendance and
one of the last to leave, he is a good friend to the club with his office
passing on some great leads to us, some of which we are pursuing. And
finally Carol Reed, the President of 4 wheel drive Victoria and her
husband Ron who according to a follow up phone call on Monday had a
fantastic time. Carol presented a special plaque from 4wheel drive
Victoria congratulating the club on our 30 year anniversary.
Photo: Mayor Rosie Parisotto
Other celebrities of the night were our own Neville French and Craig
Cheetham who being
founding members of
our club were
applauded for their
consistent service to
the community and to
the club over a 30 year period. Both of these guys looked just a little
different back then according to the photo album. Honorary mention
was made of Pete Carlyon who achieved a 29 year tenure before his
retirement last year.
Also present were 4 former members, their memberships dating back
to the inception of our club: David Stone, Kevin Crosbie John
Dummler and Gordon Tyack, each sent their respects and memories
with John and Gordon coming on our weekend drives.
Great music entertainment was by local band 'Cutest little Monster'
who along with the majority of our guests, dressed in the Roaring
Twenties style. There was a 1920's talent contest with the final
winners doing a dance off for the prizes on offer.
Photo: Mrs. Carol Reed, Pres 4WDVic presents DJ with plaque
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Photo: Craig and Neville catching up

We had on view our updated honour
boards which will soon be erected in our
refurbished club rooms with 10 year, 20
year, 25 year and 30 year members noted
with pride.
We had the Chronicle newspaper
photographer in attendance on the night
with a great write up in both the Wang and
Benalla papers - thanks to all those who
participated.
Also thanks to Craig Cheetham and SP
Ausnet who together officially presented
the club with a $500.00 volunteers grant
cheque on the night.
We not only celebrated our clubs 30th
birthday but also Zoe's birthday, with both birthday cakes made again by Jasmine Ferguson. Thanks Jazzi.
We ran a raffle on the night to offset the costs - thanks to our sponsors for the goodies, ARB Albury, Designer Vans,
David and Kay Blore, David and Chris Jackson and Combat Kustoms.

Photos: Foundation Members recounting some experiences
Meals and service were lovely - atmosphere perfect, thanks to the Vine Hotel and thanks to Chris Jackson for
coordinating and comparing the evening and thanks to you guys for making a real effort.

Photo:  Judging  the  “Best  Dressed”  
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Photo: Best Dressed finalists...

Photo: Zoe, Happy Birthday to you...

Photo: Graham Abotomey in fine sartorial form...

Photo: Seriously, would you buy a ticket from this bloke?
Nice one Tim!

Photo:  “Thanks  Chris....we’ve  had  a  great  night”
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Sunday Breakfast
We had 25 for bacon and eggs and so breakfast, at the “Four Seasons caravan park”' on the Sunday morning, cooked
in style by our resident “on-site”, Chef Ron Beurs, thanks Ron and your young helper.
Sunday Drive
11 vehicles left the North Cedars caravan park right on time and headed towards Beechworth via the dirt road through
Eldorado. Express through town - no stop at the Bakery this time despite a few whinges.
Photo: Brett arrives in his new Toyo...

Photo: An array of vehicles, “Check  the  black  unit”

Our tour saw some exceptional views and hilly terrain with a few
club members trying a couple of tricky climbs we hadn't visited
before.
We had a very wide range of vehicles on this day out, both boy
girl drivers, husbands and wives and children, even a vehicle
no working windows etc (See pic at right...)

and
with

Photo: Some slippery stuff...
The group was large enough to actually split in two with a leader and
2IC up front, with a middleman looking after things there and a TEC
bringing up the rear. Worked well with all vehicles and patrons catered
for.
We'd planned on an early day and said our goodbyes at Stanley at
about 3:15 with some going to the local watering hole to tell a few
stories of the day and some of us going home.
It was great to spend time with the 'Older members' and rekindle
some old memories of time past.
It was a great drive and a great weekend Thanks to all that
contributed That's what makes a great club

David Jackson
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Photo:    “How  much  fun  was  
that?”

Photo: The Navara creams this track!

Photo: “How do you engage the diff lock Brett?”
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